
The definitive guide to  
the creative industry



Recognising 
brilliance
Every year The Drum produces the definitive guide to 
the most creative agencies and people from around the 
globe, and this year we have an exclusive opportunity  
for a global commercial partner. 

The World Creative Rankings is a ‘must read’ for  
anyone with an interest in the business of creativity 
around the world. 

The most awarded campaigns, brands, agencies, 
networks are ranked and our coverage spans the 
global industry. 

The rankings act as a creative baseline for the biggest 
agencies and brands and we spotlight new emerging 
creative talent and markets.

World Creative rankings 2023 will be launched 
Monday February 13th
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Who are we 
speaking to?
If you want to reach the game-changers, the influencers and 
disruptors that will shape the world of marketing and media 
for years to come, you’ll want to be our exclusive partner for 
all the world-class content we produce around these rankings.

In 2022… 

• The World Creative Rankings listed more than 972 agencies 

• Our coverage showed campaigns from 1,352 brands  

• We featured 3,479 people across 67 countries 

• Articles, lists and features received more than 85,000 page 
views  421k+ 

social followers

426k+ 
registered users

11.5m
unique global  

audience per year

134k 
newsletter subscribers

The Drum global audience reach
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Bigger and 
better
This year, the rankings will be bigger than ever before.

Our coverage will feature the industry’s most awarded 
campaigns, brands and agencies, with rankings of up to 
200 of the top people behind the very best work. 

Alongside these exclusive datasets, you’ll also find 
creative inspiration through the stories behind the best 
work. The case studies and interviews that will give you 
an insight into how the world’s best campaigns were 
made.

We’ll analyse the latest creative trends and run exclusive 
interviews with the most awarded clients and their 
CMO’s. 

And of course, all our content will represent the global 
industry as only The Drum can.
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Your 
opportunity
We would love to bring you on board as our  
publishing partner. Join us to: 

• Take over our related article pages with a display ad 
campaign of 100,000 standard impressions, contextually 
served against all related editorial content.

• Be the sole sponsor of The Drum Daily newsletter in your 
territory of choice for a full five days. 

• Virtual panel chaired by a member of The Drum editorial 
team discussing the theme with the sponsor and two 
additional experts relevant to the conversation. This 
content will be published on The Drum TV where it will 
be promoted and hosted indefinitely.

• Feature your logo on the World Creative Rankings topic 
page (In partnership with…) while your digital campaign 
dominates the page.

• Receive a mention as publishing partner in all feature 
articles, lists, case studies and interviews.

• See your logo on our World Creative Rankings marketing 
activations.

• Be aligned as our publishing partner across all comms, 
such as on newsletter and social media headers during 
launch week and emails to all the thousands of creatives 
who made it onto the lists this year.

Investment required: £55,000 / $65,000 / s$75,000
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drumsales@thedrum.com

Please get in touch if 
you have any questions

mailto:drumsales@thedrum.com

